2006/07 Faculty Senate Senators

College of Arts and Sciences

Dario Brancato
Jose Buscaglia
James Campbell
Melvyn Churchill (EC)
Jonathan DeWald
Lee Dryden
Kenneth Ehrenberg (EC)
James Faran
Shira Gabriel
Rossman Giese
Keith Griffier
Todd Hennessey
Robert Hoeing
Eva Juarros-Daussa
Charles Lamb
Marieme Lo
Y.G. Lulat
Andrea Markelz
Stephanie Rothenberg
Narushige Shiode
Leonard Simms (EC)
Debra Street
Chetan Subramanian (EC)
Kenneth Takeuchi (EC)
Geralyn Timler
Bernard Weinstein
Claude Welch
Jason Young

School of Architecture

Scott Danford (EC)

School of Dental Medicine

Peter Bradford
George Ferry
Richard Hall (EC)
Thomas Mang

School of Education

Vladimir Ageyev
Michael Kibby
Jaekyung Lee (EC)
Thomas Schroeder

School of Engineering

Paschalis Alexandridis (EC)
Carl Alphonce
Stella Batalama (EC)
Gary Dargush
Andres Soom
Rohini Sribati
Albert Titus
Robert Wetherhold
School of Informatics  
Joseph Woelfel

School of Law  
Teresa Miller  
James Milles

School of Management  
Ann Cohen  
Winston Lin  
Natalie Simpson  
Minakshi Trivedi

School of Medicine & Biomedical Sciences  
Daniel Amsterdam  
Jennifer Brown  
Gregory Cherr  
Merril Dayton  
Kim Dobson  
William Fiden  
John Fudyma  
Linda Harris  
James Hassett  
Lynn Hernan  
charles Hershey  
Joshi Prashant  
Richard Krause  
John LaDuca  
James Lukan  
Lucy Mastrandrea  
Robert Noble  
Amy Sands  
Jack Sharp  
Gregory Snyder  
James Springate  
Stanley Spurgeon  
Janet Sundquist  
Arie Weinstock  
Sandra Yale  
Herb Young

School of Nursing  
Cynthia Curran  
Powhatan Wooldridge

School of Pharmacy  
Gayle Brazeau

School of Public Health & Health Professions  
Gaspar Farkas  
Peter Horvath  
Machiko Tomita

School of Social Work  
Barbara Rittner

SUNY Senators  
William Baumer  
Peter Bradford  
H. William Coles  
Henry Durand
University Libraries

Judith Adams-Volpe (EC)
Marilyn Kramer
Laura Taddeo
Dorothy Tao

EC - Executive Committee representative